
 

Airbox PRO Broadcast Playout Software

playbox neo provides the flexibility needed to broadcast any variety of content from any source. it is also a perfect solution
for distributing playout content to any type of receiver or dvr. playbox neo is a proven solution for broadcast playout and
has been used successfully on more than 200 channels around the world. playbox neo allows you to securely manage the

content of your broadcast channels. it is an easy to use broadcast playout solution that makes it fast and simple to monitor
and control playout remotely. playbox neo can be deployed to a single channel, a multi-channel configuration, or a hybrid.
playbox neo allows you to flexibly distribute content from any source to any type of receiver. playbox neo comes standard
with the most reliable broadcast playout hardware available. it provides centralized playout management with configurable

access to any number of airbox neo-20 channels from any networked location. playbox neo is designed to work with any
type of content or any type of distribution method. playbox neo provides the easiest-to-use, highest-performance

broadcast playout solution. its reliable hardware delivers broadcast playout performance that is unmatched in the industry.
playbox neo includes an intuitive user interface that makes playout monitoring and control easy and fast. the

playboxneo-20 is the perfect solution for broadcasters that are looking for a unified broadcast workflow management
system to replace aging video servers that are not connected to the internet and lacks any live video monitoring and

control functionality. playbox neo-20 is a complete and total workflow management system and is a proven solution that
functions well in any network configuration. playbox neo-20 can function as an ip-based or a console-based solution. the
system is fully scalable and is designed to be installed in a broadcast facility, or can be taken to an external facility for

operations. each playout console in the system can be monitored via a web user interface and can be controlled from any
web-based location. the live video feed is streamed to a remote computer (pc, mac, linux) and all the configuration and

management settings can be performed from a remote computer. airbox neo-20 includes four playboxneo-20 consoles, a
web server with a browser-based user interface and a 5-bay ip-based input management system that handles both digital

and analog inputs. the system also includes a powerful workstation, adobe premiere pro editing software, grass valley
edius workgroup 9+ content management software, adobe drm security software and more.

Airbox PRO Broadcast Playout Software

PlayBox Neo’s IBC Broadcast Playout software is a scalable solution,
from small regional channels up to large national broadcasting

networks delivering multiple languages to their global audiences
across many timezones. Its features include dynamic text titles,

automatic live text to speech transcription, automatic captioning,
stock asset library for graphics and logos, voice transcription, multi-
platform streaming, automated upload to digital media server, news

presenter interaction and the ability to rotate through multiple
languages, one after the other, with no lost synchronization. PlayBox
Neo’s OTT Broadcast Playout software allows you to create dynamic
and personalised non-linear video streams that look and sound great
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on any device, by utilizing the same exact assets as you do for linear
broadcast channels, including automated captioning, IPTV

multiscreen, on demand and third party applications, such as video
sharing, social networks and eCommerce, all being managed

through a single platform. The same delivers that one broadcast
look, feel and sound to your subscribers, with minimal maintenance
and cost. Resolume Arena specializes in high-quality and non-linear
content including live and pre-recorded events, shows, commercials,

news, sports, games, music, podcasts and video, with music,
eCommerce and application on demand. With Resolume Arena, you
can easily control editorial, narration, songs, videos, ads and more

all through the same user interface. Multiple playout outputs
including CDN and local file delivery make this the premiere

broadcast software application you need. 5ec8ef588b
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